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A DATABASE CATALOGING POLYADENATION SITES(PAS)
ACROSS DIFFERENT SPECIES AND THEIR CONSERVATION
by
Ram Mohan Nambiar
Polyadenation is an important process occurring in the messenger RNA that involves
cleavage of 3 end nascent mRNAs and addition of poly(A) tails. For this thesis,I
present PolyA DB3 ,a database cataloging cleavage and polyadenylation sites (PASs)
in several genomes specifically for human,mouse,rat and chicken. This database
is based on deep sequencing data. PASs are mapped by the 3’ region extraction
and deep sequencing (3’READS) method, ensuring unequivocal PAS identification.
Large volume of data based on diverse biological samples is used to increase PAS
coverage and provide PAS usage information. Strand-specific RNA-seq data were
used to extend annotated 3’ ends of genes to obtain more thorough annotations of
alternative polyadenylation (APA) sites. The database also has information regarding
conservation of PAS between these species. Similar analysis has also been done on
the PASs identified from frog samples and the identification of conservation of the
PASs .
POLYA DB3:
A DATABASE CATALOGING POLYADENATION SITES(PAS)
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The main objective of this thesis is to present PolyA DB3 ,a database containing
important information regarding the polyadeantaion sites of different species such as
mouse,chicken,rat and human. The PolyA DB3 database also contains information
regarding the conservation of polyadenation sites among theses species. In addition
to that,similar analysis is done on frog and its Poly(A) conservation with human and
mouse is identified.
1.2 Background
Polyadenylation is the addition of a poly(A) tail to a messenger RNA. The poly(A)
tail consists of multiple adenosine base chain.The 3’-most segment of the pre-mRNA
is cleaved off by some RNA binding proteins. These proteins then synthesize the
poly(A) tail at the RNA’s 3’ end.The poly(A) tail is important for the nuclear export,
translation, and stability of mRNA.s .The polyA site (PAS), is defined by multiple
surrounding regulatory cis elements. In vertebrates, the cis elements include the PAS
hexamer (AAUAAA, AUUAAA, or their variants), UGUA motif and U-rich motifs,
all located upstream of the PAS, and downstream U-rich and UGUG motifs. PAS
cis elements vary in lower species. In some genes these proteins add a poly(A) tail at
one of several possible sites. Therefore, polyadenylation can produce more than one
transcript from a single gene (alternative polyadenylation).Most APA sites are located
in 3 untranslated regions (3UTRs) of mRNAs, resulting in isoforms with different
3UTR lengths and, consequently, distinct mRNA metabolisms. In addition, a sizable
fraction of the sites are embedded in introns , influencing both coding and non-coding
regions of gene transcripts. APA greatly increases the diversity of transcriptome
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encoded by a genome, and is highly regulated across tissues and cell types . In
addition, global regulation of the APA profile has been shown in cell proliferation,
differentiation, and development , and in cells responding to environmental cues .
Given the critical role PAS play in termination of transcription,it is important
to create a robust and accurate catalog of PASs in different genomes .Previous
databases were based on cDNA and expression sequence tags. However this method
is not comprehensive due to the limited number of cDNA/EST sequences available
in public databases. In addition, internal A-rich sequences of transcripts often lead
to poly(A/T) sequences in cDNAs, resulting in false identification of PAS. In the last
few decades, a number of sequencing methods have been developed to specifically
interrogate the 3 end of transcripts.This has led to identification of a lot of PASs.
However,while 3 end sequencing methods have greatly facilitated PAS identification
genome-wide, priming at internal A-rich sequences is still an issue leading to false
identification of PASs .For this reason,the new database PolyADB3 is based on large
volumes of data generated by 3READS which is a 3 end sequencing method that is
not affected by internal A-rich sequences. The database also contains information
regarding the conservation of PASs across human,mouse,rat and chicken genomes. In
addition to the four genomes mentioned,PAS identification for common frog and its




Figure 2.1 gives the basic procedure involved in PAS identification and presentation
in PolyA DB version 3.
Figure 2.1 Schematic of PAS identification and presentation in PolyA DB version
3. The data flow is indicated by arrowed lines.
2.1 Identification of PASs with 3READS Data
As described previously,the polyaDB3 uses 3READS deep sequencing method to
interrogate 3end of poly(A)+ transcripts. This method makes use of a chimeric
oligo containing DNA and RNA (or locked nucleic acid) to retain the 5 end region of
poly(A) tail in the cDNA .First,959 3READS samples per species from diverse tissues
3
and cell lines of human, mouse, rat and chicken, totaling 23150 million PAS-containing
reads per species were collected. Once the reads were collected,they were aligned to
the corresponding genomes obtained from UCSC genome (mm9 for mouse, hg19 for
human, rn5 for rat and galGal4 for chicken) for identification of PASs using bowtie2
(version 2.2.9).Before the reads were mapped onto the genome,the adapters of the
reads were removed. Reads with a mapping quality score (MAPQ) 10 were kept for
further analysis. Reads with 2 non-genomic 5Ts after alignment were identified as
PAS reads. For each sample, the PASs within 24 nt from each other were clustered
to address heterogeneous cleavage in PAS usage . Only the PASs with at least two
reads in at least two samples were considered as genuine PASs.
2.2 PAS Annotation
Once the PASs were identified ,they were assigned to genes based on RefSeq database
(Release 83) and Ensembl database (release 75 for human, release 67 for mouse, release
79 for rat and release 85 for chicken) . Because RefSeq and Ensembl gene annotations
often miss PASs at the 3 end of genes, strand-specific, poly(A)+ RNA-seq datasets
were used to extend the 3 ends defined by RefSeq and Ensembl. Continuous coverage
of RNA-seq reads in the extended region, with a minimum of five reads at each
position is required when RNA-seq dataset is used. Also,3 end extension should not
exceed the transcription start site of the downstream gene on the same strand. PASs
are then annotated by their intron/exon location obtained from RefSeq and Ensemble
databases i.e. 5-most exon, internal exon, 3-most exon, single exon and intron. This
step was carried out for both mRNA and ncRNA genes. When a gene was annotated
in both RefSeq and Ensembl databases, preference was given to RefSeq .
mRNA genes were further classified into four types based on coding information
derived from the representative RefSeq or Ensembl sequence, including 5UTR, CDS,
3UTR and intron. Because most 3UTRs harbor multiple PASs, 3UTR were further
4
Table 2.1 Summary of PolyA DB version 3
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classified into 3UTR first, middle and last PASs, based their relative locations.If a
gene had a single 3UTR PAS, it was called single PAS. PAS hexamer sequence for each
PAS were also annotated , using the 40-nt upstream region of the PAS .These include
5 types:AAUAAA, AUUAAA, Other (AGUAAA UAUAAA CAUAAA GAUAAA
AAUAUA AAUACA AAUAGAAAAAAGACUAAA), A-rich (AAAAAA) and None.
2.3 Conservation of PASs
In order to obtain the conservation of PASs between genomes,pair-wise genome
alignment chain files from the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics Site to obtain conserved
region between genomes.Two PASs from two species were considered to be orthologous
when they were within 24-nt from one another in whole genome alignment. A
particular site is said to be conserved if PAS is conserved between at least 2 of the 3
mammals(human,rat and mouse).
2.4 PAS Usage Levels
To evaluate the usage level of each PAS, two metrics were developed, percentage of
samples expressed (PSE) and mean RPM (reads per million), based on the samples
used for 3READS. The PSE of a PAS was calculated as NExpressed/NTotal, where
NExpressed is the number of samples in which the usage of PAS was detected (2
reads per sample), and NTotal is the total number of samples used. The mean RPM
of each PAS is averaged RPM value across all the samples in which its usage was
detected (2 reads). The RPM value of a PAS in each sample is the number of reads
for the PAS normalized to the total number of reads mapped to the genome.
2.5 Database Construction
The PolyADB3 is based on relational database and the relational schema is
shown in the figure 2.2. The PolyaDB3 consists of 8 relational tables .The
Chicken PAS,Mouse PAS,Human PAS and Rat PAS relational table gives infor-
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mation regarding the PASs for each species. The unique PASid for each of these
tables are used as primary keys to identify the PAS.They also contain various
attributes that gives important information regarding the polyA sites such as the
chromosome(chr) were the PAS is present,the position of the PAS (Pos) ,strand
were the PAS is located,the PAS type based on the genic location(PAS type),the
RefSeqID and EnsambleID of the PAS,the mean RPM (reads per million) ,the
PSE(percentage of sample expressed) and the conservation of PAS across species. The
PolyaDB3 also contains information regarding the genes as seen in the relational tables
Chicken gene,Mouse gene,Human gene and Rat gene with RefSeqID and EnsID used
as primary keys to denote each gene. The RefSeqID and EnsID in the PAS table are
foreign keys used to link the gene table to the PAS table. The gene table contains
useful information regarding the genes such as chromosome(chr) where the gene is
present,the strand ,the starting position of the gene(Start) ,Ending position of the
gene,annotated gene symbol and the gene name. The gene table also contains the
position of the last PAS identified for that species. The database also contains an
ortholog table that consists of information regarding genes present in different species.
Each row in this table is identified by the HID and TaxonomyID as primary keys.
The HID is used to identify the Gene were each gene is given a unique HID and the
TaxonomyID is used to identify the species the Gene belongs to .The gene tables are
linked to the Ortholog table by their RefSeqID which is used as a foreign key pointing
to the GeneID of the ortholog table.
2.6 Identification and Conservation of PAS in Xenopus Tropicalis
(Western clawed frog)
Similar to the identification of PASs in human,mouse,chicken and rat, PAS identi-
fication for frog was performed using 3READS obtained from 4 samples of the frog
at different stages represented as Stage 7,Stage 12.5, Stage 32 and Stage 40.The
adapters of these samples are trimmed and mapped onto the Xenopus Tropicalis
7
Figure 2.2 Relational Schema of PolyA DB3.Shows the realtionship between the
relational tables of PolyA DB3.
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genome (xenTro9) obtained from UCSC genome. Only those reads with mapping
quality score (MAPQ) 10 and reads with 2 non-genomic 5Ts after alignment were
considered as PAS reads. There was no sufficient data available for gene annotation
of PASs for frog. For this purpose,PASs were not annotated. Those PASs in frog
that were 24nt away from the whole genome alignment of human and frog pairwise
alignment obtained from UCSC were considered to be conserved. Using the PASs
information in human from PolyADB3, the conservation of PASs in other three species
(rat,mouse and chicken) and frog is identified.
Table 2.2 Summary of initial statistics for Xenopus Tropicalis (Western
clawed frog)













(1) Stage12 5 22,194,474 17,166,086 77.6 6,201,808 37
(2) Stage32 23,436,343 17,800,299 76.3 6,354,724 34.8
(3) Stage40 25,622,024 20,739,594 81.3 5,437,896 26.2




3.1 Data Access And Website Interface
The database can be accessed through a web interface (URL: http://www.polya-
db.org/v3). The web interface consists on an query page where the user can query
the database. It consists of a drop down button specifying the type of species and a
text box where the user can type in the gene name or RefSeqID/EnsembleID of the
gene .The below figure shows the index page. Once the user clicks the OK button,the
website displays the information page as shown in Figure 3.1. The information page
gives the user information regarding the gene and the PAS present in the gene.
The gene table contains a summary of the queried gene, including gene symbol,
gene ID (both RefSeq and Ensembl), gene name, gene type, genome version and
annotated transcription start site and the last PASs based on RefSeq or Ensembl and
PolyA DB. It also contains orthologous genes present in other species in PolyA DB
based on the HomoloGene database from NCBI. The gene table also contains a
link to UCSC genome browser for visualization of the gene and for integration with
other public genomic data. The PolyA Site View table lists all the PASs assigned
to the queried gene. For each PAS, information about its genomic location (also
used as ID for the PAS, or PAS ID), intron/exon location (5-most exon, 3-most
exon, internal exon and intron), PAS type (5UTR, CDS, 3UTR and Intron), PSE,
mean RPM and conservation in mammals. A link to UCSC genome browser is
also provided for each PAS. The PolyA DB data can also be viewed on UCSC
genome browser through a custom track. The URL for the PolyA DB track hub
is http://www.polya-db.org/v3/hub/. As in PolyA DB, each PAS is identified by its
PAS ID with conservation information (C for conserved, N for non-conserved). The
mean RPM of all samples can also be displayed. In addition, batch download of data
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in a tabular format is available at http://www.polya-db.org/v3/download The source
code for the website is available in the Appendix.
Figure 3.1 An example of search result from PolyA DB 3.(A) Gene view. Mouse
gene Cstf3 is used as an example. The output includes a summary table of the gene
as well as a link to UCSC genome browser. (B) PolyA SiteView. This table contains









<meta http-equiv=”Content-Type” content=”text/html; charset=iso-8859-1”>
<meta name=”description” content=”polyadenylation database”>
<meta name=”keywords” content=”polyadenylation, poly(A), polyA, database,
polyadb, polyA DB, PAS, 3.UTR”>
<meta charset=”utf-8” />
<title>PolyA DB V.3</title>
<link rel=”stylesheet” href=”css/polya style.css” type=”text/css”/>
<script>
function myFunction()
var x = document.getElementById(”species”).selectedIndex;
var y = document.getElementById(”species”).options;
var form = document.getElementById(”form”);
if(y[x].value == ”Human”)
form.action = ”Human.php”;
else if (y[x].value == ”Mouse”)
form.action = ”Mouse.php”;
else if (y[x].value == ”Rat”)
form.action = ”Rat.php”;





<body background=”images/a.jpg” text=”#000000” vlink=”#660099” link=”#3300ff”
bgcolor=”#ffffff”>
<center>
<table border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0, width=”600”>
<tr>
<td valign=middle align=middle><br><a href=”http://polya-db.org”><img src=”http://exon.njms.rutgers.edu/polya db/title2e.jpg”
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border=”0”></a></td> </tr>
<tr><td align=”middle” width=”100%”><br><font size=”2” color=”#663300”








<font color=”#000066” size=”2” face=”Verdana”><b>Search PolyA DB</b></font>
<br><br>




<label style=”padding-left:25px; padding-right:25px;”><B><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”>Select
Species:</font></B></label>
<select id=”species” name=”species” style=”width:50%;height:5%;” >
<option default value=”Human”><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”>Human</font></option>
<option value=”Mouse”><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”>Mouse</font></option>
<option value=”Rat”><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”>Rat</font></option>






<label><B><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”>Enter Gene Symbol (e.g. ’Cstf3’)













<td align=”center”><input style=”min-width:200;” type=”submit” value=”OK”
name=”submit” /></td>










<font color=”#000066” size=”2” face=”Verdana”><b>Description:</font> </b>
<br>
<p><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”>
PolyA DB version 3.1 catalogs polyA sites (PASs) in genomes using deep sequencing
data.Gene annotations are mainly based on NCBI Gene and RefSeq databases, and
supplemented by the Ensembl database. Strand-specific RNA-seq data are used to
extend the 3’ end of genes. PASs are identified using data from the 3’ end region
extraction and sequencing (3’READS) method. Syntenic regions across human,
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<table border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0, width=”80%”>
<tr>
<td align=”middle”>
<font color=”#333300” size=”1” face=”Verdana”><b>Please contact<a href=”mailto:rw479@rutgers.edu”>Ruijia



















<link rel=”stylesheet” href=”css/polya style.css” type=”text/css”/>
</head>
<body background=”images/a.jpg” text=”#000000” vlink=”#660099” link=”#3300ff”
bgcolor=”#ffffff”>
<table border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0, width=”600”>
<tr><td valign=top align=left ><a href=”http://polya-db.org”><img border=0
USEMAP=”#tlogo” src=”http://exon.njms.rutgers.edu/polya db/title2e.jpg” align=left
valign=top></a></td></tr>
<tr><td align=”left” valign=”top” width=”100%”><br><font size=”2” color=”#663300”
face=”Verdana”><b>Release 3.1 (Sept 2017)</b></font></td></tr> </table>
<br>












die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
$sql = ’Select c1.PASid PASid,c1.chr chr,c1.Pos Pos,c1.strand strand,c1.pA type
pA type,c1.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol,c1.ext ext,c1.DB conservation level DB conservation level,c1.GenicLocation
genic loc,c1.PAS signal PAS signal,c1.explable explable,c1.SumRPM SumRPM,c1.GeneName,c1.GeneID,c1.EnsGeneID,c1.Detailed gene type
Gene anno,c2.TXID,c2.start start,c2.end end,c2.TSS,c2.TES,c3.LastPAS FROM (chicken pas2
c1 JOIN chicken gene c2 ON c1.GeneID=c2.GeneID AND c1.EnsGeneID=c2.EnsGeneID)JOIN
chicken lastPAS c3 ON c2.GeneID=c3.GeneID AND c2.EnsGeneID=c3.EnsGeneID
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WHERE ’;
$sql Conv=’Select o.species species,o.GeneID GeneID,o.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol
from ortholog o WHERE HID = (SELECT distinct ortholog.HID FROM ortholog
JOIN chicken gene ON (CASEWHEN chicken gene.GeneID=ŃAT́HEN ortholog.GeneSymbol=chicken gene.GeneSymbol
ELSE ortholog.GeneID=chicken gene.GeneID END) WHERE ’;




if($str1 === false && $str2===false && $str3===false)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’chicken gene.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str1 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’chicken gene.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str2 == 0 —— $str3 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’chicken gene.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if ( strval($gene) == strval(intval($gene)) )
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;




<?php if(mysqli num rows($result) > 0)




die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
?>
<?php if(mysqli num rows($result conv) > 0)




<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Gene Summary</b></font>
<table id=”displaygen” border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 width=725 bordercolor=”#99CCFF”>
<tr>
<th align=”left” width=33%><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Species:</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Official Gene Symbol</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><i><?php echo $genesymbol;?></i></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>RefSeq Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $geneID;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Ensembel Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $ensgeneid;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Name</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genename;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Genome Version</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>galGal4</font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Type</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genetype;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Chromosome</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $chr;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Transcription start site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>




<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site in PolyA DB</font></th>














<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>






<td class=”noBorder”> <form method=”post” action=”Mouse.php”>
<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>








<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>











<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Links</font></th>








<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>PolyA Site Summary</b></font>
<div style=”overflow-x:auto;”>
<table id=”display” border=0 border-color=”#99CCFF” cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0
width=”725”>
<tr>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS ID</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Intron/exon
location</font></th>–>
<th width=”30%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS type</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Extension</font></th>–
>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS Signal</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PSE</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Mean RPM</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Conserv.</font></th>
</tr>
<?php for($x=0;$x < $len;$x++)
$row def=$arrow[$x];







<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo ”<a href=$str
target=’ blank’> $pas </a>”;?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo $row def[’genic loc’];?></font></td>–
>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php if($row def[’genic loc’]==$row def[’pA type’])
echo $row def[’pA type’]; else echo $row def[’genic loc’].’, ’.$row def[’pA type’] ?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo
$row def[’ext’];?></font></td>–>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $row def[’PAS signal’];?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $FOS=number format(round(($row def[’explable’]/9)*100,1),1);echo
$FOS.’%’;?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $mean RPM=number format(round($row def[’SumRPM’]/$row def[’explable’],1),1);
echo $mean RPM;?></font></td>
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<p><font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Data Description</b></font></p>
<p><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”><b>PAS ID:</b> ID of each PAS,
shown as chromosome:Position:Strand<br>
<!–<b>Intron/exon location:</b> PAS location relative to the splicing configu-
ration, including 5’-most exon, internal exon, 3’-most exon, and intron. If a gene
has only one exon, it is called single exon.<br>–>
<b>PAS type:</b> PAS location in mRNA, including 5’UTR, CDS, and 3’UTR.
For PASs in 3’UTRs, they are further divided into First (3’UTR (F)),Middle (3’UTR
(M)), and Last (3’UTR (L)). If there is only one PAS in 3’UTR, it is called 3’UTR
(S).<br>
<!–<b>Extension:</b> Whether PAS is located on the extended 3’ end region,
YES/NO<br>–>
<b>PAS Signal:</b> The PAS signal is located within 40-nt upstream from the
PAS, including
AAUAAA, AUUAAA, Other AGTAAA, TATAAA, CATAAA, GATAAA, AATATA,
AATACA, AATAGA,AAAAAG,ACTAAA), A-rich (AAAAAA), and None.<br>
<b>PSE:</b> Percentage of samples with expression (of all samples).<br>
<b>Mean RPM:</b> The average reads per million of PAS reads across all
samples<br>

























<link rel=”stylesheet” href=”css/polya style.css” type=”text/css”/>
</head>
<body background=”images/a.jpg” text=”#000000” vlink=”#660099” link=”#3300ff”
bgcolor=”#ffffff”>
<table border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0, width=”600”>
<tr><td valign=top align=left ><a href=”http://polya-db.org”><img border=0
USEMAP=”#tlogo” src=”http://exon.njms.rutgers.edu/polya db/title2e.jpg” align=left
valign=top></a></td></tr>
<tr><td align=”left” valign=”top” width=”100%”><br><font size=”2” color=”#663300”
face=”Verdana”><b>Release 3.1 (Sept 2017)</b></font></td></tr> </table>
<br>












die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
$sql = ’Select c1.PASid PASid,c1.chr chr,c1.Pos Pos,c1.strand strand,c1.pA type
pA type,c1.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol,c1.ext ext,c1.DB conservation level DB conservation level,c1.GenicLocation
genic loc,c1.PAS signal PAS signal,c1.explable explable,c1.SumRPM SumRPM,c1.GeneName,c1.GeneID,c1.EnsGeneID,c1.Detailed gene type
Gene anno,c2.TXID,c2.start start,c2.end end,c2.TSS,c2.TES,c3.LastPAS FROM (mouse pas2
c1 JOIN mouse gene c2 ON c1.GeneID=c2.GeneID AND c1.EnsGeneID=c2.EnsGeneID)JOIN
mouse lastPAS c3 ON c2.GeneID=c3.GeneID AND c2.EnsGeneID=c3.EnsGeneID
22
WHERE ’;
$sql Conv=’Select o.species species,o.GeneID GeneID,o.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol
from ortholog o WHERE HID = (SELECT distinct ortholog.HID FROM ortholog
JOIN mouse gene ON (CASEWHENmouse gene.GeneID=ŃAT́HEN ortholog.GeneSymbol=mouse gene.GeneSymbol
ELSE ortholog.GeneID=mouse gene.GeneID END) WHERE ’;




if($str1 === false && $str2===false && $str3===false)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’mouse gene.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str1 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’mouse gene.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str2 == 0 —— $str3 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’mouse gene.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if ( strval($gene) == strval(intval($gene)) )
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;




<?php if(mysqli num rows($result) > 0)




die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
?>
<?php if(mysqli num rows($result conv) > 0)




<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Gene Summary</b></font>
<table id=”displaygen” border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 width=725 bordercolor=”#99CCFF”>
<tr>
<th align=”left” width=33%><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Species:</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Official Gene Symbol</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><i><?php echo $genesymbol;?></i></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>RefSeq Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $geneID;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Ensembel Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $ensgeneid;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Name</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genename;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Genome Version</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>mm9</font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Type</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genetype;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Chromosome</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $chr;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Transcription start site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>




<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site in PolyA DB</font></th>














<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>






<td class=”noBorder”> <form method=”post” action=”chicken.php”>
<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>








<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>











<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Links</font></th>








<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>PolyA Site Summary</b></font>
<div style=”overflow-x:auto;”>
<table id=”display” border=0 border-color=”#99CCFF” cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0
width=”725”>
<tr>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS ID</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Intron/exon
location</font></th>–>
<th width=”30%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS type</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Extension</font></th>–
>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS Signal</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PSE</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Mean RPM</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Conserv.</font></th>
</tr>
<?php for($x=0;$x < $len;$x++)
$row def=$arrow[$x];







<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo ”<a href=$str
target=’ blank’> $pas </a>”;?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo $row def[’genic loc’];?></font></td>–
>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php if($row def[’genic loc’]==$row def[’pA type’])
echo $row def[’pA type’]; else echo $row def[’genic loc’].’, ’.$row def[’pA type’] ?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo
$row def[’ext’];?></font></td>–>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $row def[’PAS signal’];?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $FOS=number format(round(($row def[’explable’]/9)*100,1),1);echo
$FOS.’%’;?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $mean RPM=number format(round($row def[’SumRPM’]/$row def[’explable’],1),1);
echo $mean RPM;?></font></td>
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<p><font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Data Description</b></font></p>
<p><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”><b>PAS ID:</b> ID of each PAS,
shown as chromosome:Position:Strand<br>
<!–<b>Intron/exon location:</b> PAS location relative to the splicing configu-
ration, including 5’-most exon, internal exon, 3’-most exon, and intron. If a gene
has only one exon, it is called single exon.<br>–>
<b>PAS type:</b> PAS location in mRNA, including 5’UTR, CDS, and 3’UTR.
For PASs in 3’UTRs, they are further divided into First (3’UTR (F)),Middle (3’UTR
(M)), and Last (3’UTR (L)). If there is only one PAS in 3’UTR, it is called 3’UTR
(S).<br>
<!–<b>Extension:</b> Whether PAS is located on the extended 3’ end region,
YES/NO<br>–>
<b>PAS Signal:</b> The PAS signal is located within 40-nt upstream from the
PAS, including
AAUAAA, AUUAAA, Other AGTAAA, TATAAA, CATAAA, GATAAA, AATATA,
AATACA, AATAGA,AAAAAG,ACTAAA), A-rich (AAAAAA), and None.<br>
<b>PSE:</b> Percentage of samples with expression (of all samples).<br>
<b>Mean RPM:</b> The average reads per million of PAS reads across all
samples<br>

























<link rel=”stylesheet” href=”css/polya style.css” type=”text/css”/>
</head>
<body background=”images/a.jpg” text=”#000000” vlink=”#660099” link=”#3300ff”
bgcolor=”#ffffff”>
<table border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0, width=”600”>
<tr><td valign=top align=left ><a href=”http://polya-db.org”><img border=0
USEMAP=”#tlogo” src=”http://exon.njms.rutgers.edu/polya db/title2e.jpg” align=left
valign=top></a></td></tr>
<tr><td align=”left” valign=”top” width=”100%”><br><font size=”2” color=”#663300”
face=”Verdana”><b>Release 3.1 (Sept 2017)</b></font></td></tr> </table>
<br>












die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
$sql = ’Select c1.PASid PASid,c1.chr chr,c1.Pos Pos,c1.strand strand,c1.pA type
pA type,c1.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol,c1.ext ext,c1.DB conservation level DB conservation level,c1.GenicLocation
genic loc,c1.PAS signal PAS signal,c1.explable explable,c1.SumRPM SumRPM,c1.GeneName,c1.GeneID,c1.EnsGeneID,c1.Detailed gene type
Gene anno,c2.TXID,c2.start start,c2.end end,c2.TSS,c2.TES,c3.LastPAS FROM (human pas2
c1 JOIN human gene c2 ON c1.GeneID=c2.GeneID AND c1.EnsGeneID=c2.EnsGeneID)JOIN
human lastPAS c3 ON c2.GeneID=c3.GeneID AND c2.EnsGeneID=c3.EnsGeneID
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WHERE ’;
$sql Conv=’Select o.species species,o.GeneID GeneID,o.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol
from ortholog o WHERE HID = (SELECT distinct ortholog.HID FROM ortholog
JOIN human gene ON (CASEWHEN human gene.GeneID=ŃAT́HEN ortholog.GeneSymbol=human gene.GeneSymbol
ELSE ortholog.GeneID=human gene.GeneID END) WHERE ’;




if($str1 === false && $str2===false && $str3===false)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’human gene.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str1 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’human gene.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str2 == 0 —— $str3 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’human gene.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if ( strval($gene) == strval(intval($gene)) )
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;




<?php if(mysqli num rows($result) > 0)




die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
?>
<?php if(mysqli num rows($result conv) > 0)




<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Gene Summary</b></font>
<table id=”displaygen” border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 width=725 bordercolor=”#99CCFF”>
<tr>
<th align=”left” width=33%><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Species:</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Official Gene Symbol</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><i><?php echo $genesymbol;?></i></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>RefSeq Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $geneID;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Ensembel Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $ensgeneid;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Name</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genename;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Genome Version</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>hg19</font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Type</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genetype;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Chromosome</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $chr;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Transcription start site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>




<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site in PolyA DB</font></th>














<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>






<td class=”noBorder”> <form method=”post” action=”chicken.php”>
<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>








<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>











<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Links</font></th>








<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>PolyA Site Summary</b></font>
<div style=”overflow-x:auto;”>
<table id=”display” border=0 border-color=”#99CCFF” cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0
width=”725”>
<tr>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS ID</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Intron/exon
location</font></th>–>
<th width=”30%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS type</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Extension</font></th>–
>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS Signal</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PSE</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Mean RPM</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Conserv.</font></th>
</tr>
<?php for($x=0;$x < $len;$x++)
$row def=$arrow[$x];







<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo ”<a href=$str
target=’ blank’> $pas </a>”;?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo $row def[’genic loc’];?></font></td>–
>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php if($row def[’genic loc’]==$row def[’pA type’])
echo $row def[’pA type’]; else echo $row def[’genic loc’].’, ’.$row def[’pA type’] ?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo
$row def[’ext’];?></font></td>–>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $row def[’PAS signal’];?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $FOS=number format(round(($row def[’explable’]/9)*100,1),1);echo
$FOS.’%’;?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $mean RPM=number format(round($row def[’SumRPM’]/$row def[’explable’],1),1);
echo $mean RPM;?></font></td>
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<p><font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Data Description</b></font></p>
<p><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”><b>PAS ID:</b> ID of each PAS,
shown as chromosome:Position:Strand<br>
<!–<b>Intron/exon location:</b> PAS location relative to the splicing configu-
ration, including 5’-most exon, internal exon, 3’-most exon, and intron. If a gene
has only one exon, it is called single exon.<br>–>
<b>PAS type:</b> PAS location in mRNA, including 5’UTR, CDS, and 3’UTR.
For PASs in 3’UTRs, they are further divided into First (3’UTR (F)),Middle (3’UTR
(M)), and Last (3’UTR (L)). If there is only one PAS in 3’UTR, it is called 3’UTR
(S).<br>
<!–<b>Extension:</b> Whether PAS is located on the extended 3’ end region,
YES/NO<br>–>
<b>PAS Signal:</b> The PAS signal is located within 40-nt upstream from the
PAS, including
AAUAAA, AUUAAA, Other AGTAAA, TATAAA, CATAAA, GATAAA, AATATA,
AATACA, AATAGA,AAAAAG,ACTAAA), A-rich (AAAAAA), and None.<br>
<b>PSE:</b> Percentage of samples with expression (of all samples).<br>
<b>Mean RPM:</b> The average reads per million of PAS reads across all
samples<br>

























<link rel=”stylesheet” href=”css/polya style.css” type=”text/css”/>
</head>
<body background=”images/a.jpg” text=”#000000” vlink=”#660099” link=”#3300ff”
bgcolor=”#ffffff”>
<table border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0, width=”600”>
<tr><td valign=top align=left ><a href=”http://polya-db.org”><img border=0
USEMAP=”#tlogo” src=”http://exon.njms.rutgers.edu/polya db/title2e.jpg” align=left
valign=top></a></td></tr>
<tr><td align=”left” valign=”top” width=”100%”><br><font size=”2” color=”#663300”
face=”Verdana”><b>Release 3.1 (Sept 2017)</b></font></td></tr> </table>
<br>












die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
$sql = ’Select c1.PASid PASid,c1.chr chr,c1.Pos Pos,c1.strand strand,c1.pA type
pA type,c1.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol,c1.ext ext,c1.DB conservation level DB conservation level,c1.GenicLocation
genic loc,c1.PAS signal PAS signal,c1.explable explable,c1.SumRPM SumRPM,c1.GeneName,c1.GeneID,c1.EnsGeneID,c1.Detailed gene type
Gene anno,c2.TXID,c2.start start,c2.end end,c2.TSS,c2.TES,c3.LastPAS FROM (rat pas2
c1 JOIN rat gene c2 ON c1.GeneID=c2.GeneID AND c1.EnsGeneID=c2.EnsGeneID)JOIN
rat lastPAS c3 ON c2.GeneID=c3.GeneID AND c2.EnsGeneID=c3.EnsGeneIDWHERE
34
’;
$sql Conv=’Select o.species species,o.GeneID GeneID,o.GeneSymbol GeneSymbol
from ortholog o WHERE HID = (SELECT distinct ortholog.HID FROM ortholog
JOIN rat gene ON (CASEWHEN rat gene.GeneID=ŃAT́HEN ortholog.GeneSymbol=rat gene.GeneSymbol
ELSE ortholog.GeneID=rat gene.GeneID END) WHERE ’;




if($str1 === false && $str2===false && $str3===false)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’rat gene.GeneSymbol=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str1 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’rat gene.EnsGeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if($str2 == 0 —— $str3 == 0)
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;
$sql Conv=$sql Conv.’rat gene.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́)’;
else if ( strval($gene) == strval(intval($gene)) )
$sql=$sql.’c1.GeneID=’́.$gene.’́’;




<?php if(mysqli num rows($result) > 0)




die(”<B><FONT=5 FACE=’VERDANA’>Please enter correct Gene and/or GeneID</FONT></B>”);
?>
<?php if(mysqli num rows($result conv) > 0)




<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Gene Summary</b></font>
<table id=”displaygen” border=0 cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 width=725 bordercolor=”#99CCFF”>
<tr>
<th align=”left” width=33%><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Species:</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Official Gene Symbol</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><i><?php echo $genesymbol;?></i></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>RefSeq Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $geneID;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Ensembel Gene ID</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $ensgeneid;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Name</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genename;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Genome Version</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>rn5</font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Gene Type</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $genetype;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Chromosome</font></th>
<td align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $chr;?></font></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Transcription start site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>
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<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site<br>(<?php
echo $txid;?>)</font></th>




<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Last polyA site in PolyA DB</font></th>














<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>






<td class=”noBorder”> <form method=”post” action=”chicken.php”>
<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>








<input type=”hidden” id=”species” name=”species” value=<?php echo $row[’species’]?>>











<th align=”left”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Links</font></th>








<font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>PolyA Site Summary</b></font>
<div style=”overflow-x:auto;”>
<table id=”display” border=0 border-color=”#99CCFF” cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0
width=”725”>
<tr>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS ID</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Intron/exon
location</font></th>–>
<th width=”30%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS type</font></th>
<!–<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Extension</font></th>–
>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PAS Signal</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>PSE</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Mean RPM</font></th>
<th width=”10%” align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3>Conserv.</font></th>
</tr>
<?php for($x=0;$x < $len;$x++)
$row def=$arrow[$x];







<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo ”<a href=$str
target=’ blank’> $pas </a>”;?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo $row def[’genic loc’];?></font></td>–
>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php if($row def[’genic loc’]==$row def[’pA type’])
echo $row def[’pA type’]; else echo $row def[’genic loc’].’, ’.$row def[’pA type’] ?></font></td>
<!–<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php #echo
$row def[’ext’];?></font></td>–>
<td align=”center”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php echo $row def[’PAS signal’];?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $FOS=number format(round(($row def[’explable’]/9)*100,1),1);echo
$FOS.’%’;?></font></td>
<td align=”right”><font FACE=”VERDANA” SIZE=3><?php $mean RPM=number format(round($row def[’SumRPM’]/$row def[’explable’],1),1);
echo $mean RPM;?></font></td>
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<p><font color=”#000066” size=3 face=”Verdana”><b>Data Description</b></font></p>
<p><font SIZE=2 FACE=”VERDANA”><b>PAS ID:</b> ID of each PAS,
shown as chromosome:Position:Strand<br>
<!–<b>Intron/exon location:</b> PAS location relative to the splicing configu-
ration, including 5’-most exon, internal exon, 3’-most exon, and intron. If a gene
has only one exon, it is called single exon.<br>–>
<b>PAS type:</b> PAS location in mRNA, including 5’UTR, CDS, and 3’UTR.
For PASs in 3’UTRs, they are further divided into First (3’UTR (F)),Middle (3’UTR
(M)), and Last (3’UTR (L)). If there is only one PAS in 3’UTR, it is called 3’UTR
(S).<br>
<!–<b>Extension:</b> Whether PAS is located on the extended 3’ end region,
YES/NO<br>–>
<b>PAS Signal:</b> The PAS signal is located within 40-nt upstream from the
PAS, including
AAUAAA, AUUAAA, Other AGTAAA, TATAAA, CATAAA, GATAAA, AATATA,
AATACA, AATAGA,AAAAAG,ACTAAA), A-rich (AAAAAA), and None.<br>
<b>PSE:</b> Percentage of samples with expression (of all samples).<br>
<b>Mean RPM:</b> The average reads per million of PAS reads across all
samples<br>
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